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ABSTRACT We have used the interface between a nanochannel and a microchannel as a tool for applying controlled forces
on a DNA molecule. A molecule, with a radius of gyration larger than the nanochannel width, that straddles such an interface is
subject to an essentially constant entropic force, which can be balanced against other forces such as the electrophoretic force
from an applied electric ﬁeld. By controlling the applied ﬁeld we can position the molecule as desired and observe the
conformation of the molecule as it stretches, relaxes, and recoils from the nanochannel. We quantify and present models for the
molecular motion in response to the entropic, electrophoretic, and frictional forces acting on it. By determining the magnitude of
the drag coefﬁcients for DNA molecules in the nanostructure, we are able to estimate the conﬁnement-induced recoil force.
Finally, we demonstrate that we can use a controlled applied ﬁeld and the entropic interfacial forces to unfold molecules, which
can then be manipulated and positioned in their simple extended morphology.
INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of DNA in nanochannels is a relevant topic
considering the current efforts toward the development of
micro- and nanoﬂuidic devices for biomolecular analysis.
In previous years, such devices have been studied for their
ability to isolate, manipulate, and investigate single biomol-
ecules. Among the technologies tested have been entropic
trap arrays (1–4), micro- and nanopillar arrays (5–9), nano-
pores (10–14), and nanochannels (15–18). Each has shown
promise as either a tool for the analysis of statistical
mechanical properties of long biopolymers or as a tool for
sorting biomolecules according to their length. For example,
the contour lengths of molecules that were driven into a 100-
nm channel have been measured by Tegenfeldt et al. (16).
They were able to determine the length of a single l-DNA
strand to within 400 bp in 1 min. Using nanochannels it is also
possible to observe the action of an enzyme on a single DNA
molecule and consequently map its restriction sites (17).
It has been demonstrated that DNA molecules inserted
partly into a nanopillar array with an applied electric ﬁeld
experience a conﬁnement-induced entropic force, causing
them to recoil from the array, when the ﬁeld is turned off (8).
This effect, termed entropic recoil, was used to sort two DNA
populations of different lengths with a resolution of 11% by
length (7). The resolution of pillar arrays is blurred by the fact
that DNA molecules entering the array at a distinct point may
enter the array diagonally, wrap around pillars, or even form
sideways loops. All these different conformations probably
have different friction and lead to different recoil times. We
have therefore investigated entropic recoil from nanochannels,
a geometry that allows only one direction of insertion.
Nanochannels also simplify the optical analysis (17) and allow
a better comparison to well-known theoretical models like de
Gennes’ blob model for conﬁned polymers (19).
Here, for the ﬁrst time, we investigate the motion and
conformation of single DNA molecules in 100 nm channels
while they are manipulated with both electric ﬁelds and
conﬁnement-induced entropic forces. Fig. 1 A illustrates the
recoil experiment. In addition to the basic recoil process we
investigate several new types of motion in nanochannels.
Sometimes as shown in Fig. 1 B, when a molecule is elec-
trophoretically driven into a nanochannel, its leading end is
folded over on itself. We show that in our experiments the
looped DNA strands can be unfolded by the recoil process.
Note that folding of DNA has already been observed as
quantized resistance changes during DNA translocation
through artiﬁcial nanopores (12,20). The term ‘‘folded DNA’’
just refers to a transient loop formation and should not be
confused with protein folding, for example.
The entropic recoil force was shown to be mathematically
distinct from an elastic restoring force (8). A molecule un-
dergoing entropic recoil speeds up over time. In contrast, one
expects that the contraction due to entropic elasticity would
slow down over time. Here we cause molecules to undergo
either elastic contraction or entropic recoil. Fig. 1 C illus-
trates the contraction of a stretched molecule inside a nano-
channel. As shown in Fig. 1D, we also demonstrate that under
certain initial conditions it is possible for a molecule to undergo
both the contraction and entropic recoil processes simulta-
neously.
A basic theory (8) can be derived by neglecting the self-
avoidance effects of the persistent DNA. A molecule at the
interface has the entropy per unit length sI inside the
nanochannel and entropy per unit length sM in the micro-
channel. Thus the entropy is S ¼ lIsI1lMsM where lI and lM
are the lengths in the two regions. The length of the molecule
that resides in the microchannel can be rewritten as lM ¼
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l0  lI;where l0 is the full extended length of the DNA strand
in the nanochannel. The entropic force f ¼ dF=dlI ¼
T(sI  sM) results from the free energy F ¼ U  TS and is
found to be independent of the inserted length lI inside the
nanochannel. The molecule retraction at velocity v ¼ dlI=dt
is only hindered by the hydrodynamic drag force fD ¼ rlIv
inside a conﬁned environment (21). Here r is the hydrody-
namic drag per unit extended length in the nanochannel.
Solving the resulting differential equation f ¼ rlIdlI=dt under
the condition lI t0ð Þ ¼ 0 leads to:
lIðtÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
r
ðt  t0Þ
s
; (1)
where t0 is the time of complete extraction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Device fabrication
Devices were patterned on a mirror-polished fused silica wafer with a
thickness of 500mm (MarkOptics, Santa Ana, CA) using a combination of
electron beam and optical lithography. Initially, a layer of gold, 25 nm thick,
was evaporated onto poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) electron-beam
resist to help draw current during the electron-beam process. Negative
patterns of the nanochannel regions were exposed using a JBX-9300FS
electron beam lithography system (JEOL, Peabody, MA). After removal of
gold andPMMAdevelopment, the patternswere transferred to a chromemask
by evaporation and lift off. Microchannel patterns were then added to the
mask using optical lithography and the same lift-off process. Both micro- and
nanochannels were etched simultaneously using a Plasmalab 80Plus REI
(Oxford Instruments, Eynsham, UK) with a CHF3/O2 mixture at 50Watts for
20 min. Access holes were created by alumina powder blasting from the
backside of thewafer. Finally a 170mmfused silica coverwafer (MarkOptics)
was touch bonded and annealed at 1050C to the device wafer, enclosing the
channels. Nanoports (Upchurch Scientiﬁc, Oak Habor, WA) were sealed to
the access holes forming buffer reservoirs. A schematic of the completed
device can be seen in Fig. 2. Several electron micrographs of the
nanostructures before bonding are shown in Fig. 3.
DNA and buffer preparation
T4-bacteriophage DNA molecules (Wako, Richmond, VA) were stained
with the bis-intercalating dye YOYO-1 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and
used at a concentration of 6mg=ml: The contour length of single T4-DNA
(169 kbp) can be calculated from the basepair spacing of 0:34 nm to
LT4 ¼ 57:4mm: But recent studies have shown that the dye TOTO-1, which
is similar to YOYO-1, increases the contour length LT4 by 30–35% at a dye
to basepair ratio of 1:4 (21,22). Thus at our dye ratio of 1:5 LT4 is expected to
rise by 23% to 70:7mm: Although in the past, the persistence length of the
DNA was assumed to increased from 51 nm when stained (21,22), recent
investigations indicate that staining reduces the persistence length to 12 nm
(23). The two protonated amino and two protonated imino groups of YOYO-
1 also decrease the average charge of the negative DNA backbone. Given
our buffer concentrations, we assume a counterion shielding of 60% (24,25)
and calculate a charge per unit length of l ¼ 1:1e0=nm: As changes in the
properties are all less than an order of magnitude, we expect that the
behavior of unstained DNA would be similar to the observed dynamics of
FIGURE 1 Types of motion and conformations studied. Relaxed DNA
molecules in nanochannels have an equilibrium extension length. (A) Extrac-
tion of a relaxed strand from a nanochannel. The entropic force driving the
extraction is due to the difference in conﬁguration space on either side of the
nanochannel/microchannel interface. This process of self-extraction, which
only occurs for molecules straddling the interface, is called a recoil process.
(B) In some cases molecules are inserted in the nanochannels with their
leading end folded over on itself, creating a loop. During the recoil process
these molecules unfold, which means the looped section of DNA straightens.
(C) A molecule electrophoretically driven into the nanochannel stretches as
the entropic and electric forces pull on the molecule in opposite directions.
After the molecule has entirely entered the nanochannel, the electric ﬁeld is
switched off and it is allowed to relax to its equilibrium extension length l0:
(D) If a molecule is partially driven into a nanochannel and immediately
allowed to recoil, it will show a combination of unstretching and recoiling.
FIGURE 2 Schematic of the nanochannel array device. (A) Cross section
of device consisting of two bonded fused silica wafers (a, b) with the upper
one containing the structure. The microchannel was contacted from the top
of the device and ﬂuid reservoirs (c) were attached. Electrical connections to
the channel were made by platinum electrodes (d). (B) Close-up of the
nanochannel array in the upper wafer. DNA molecules have been drawn in
the loading zone (a), as they enter a nanochannel (b), and in an elongated
equilibrium conformation in a nanochannel (c).
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the DNA/dye complex. The buffer consisted of 445 mM Tris-borate and
10 mM EDTA (53TBE, pH 8.3, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) with 5% (v/v)
b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma) as an antiphotobleaching agent and 2.5% (w/w)
poly(n-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP; molecular weight ¼ 10,000; Sigma) to re-
duce both electroosmotic ﬂow and unspeciﬁc binding of DNA to channel
walls (18,26,27). Electrical contact was made with platinum electrodes in-
serted into the reservoirs.
Microscopy
The individual molecules were observed with an IX70 inverted microscope
(Olympus, Melville, NY), which was equipped with a 1003/0.93 NA oil
immersion objective (Olympus) and illuminated by a 100-W mercury arc
lamp. An XF100 ﬁlter set (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, VT) was used for
ﬂuorescence imaging. Images were acquired using an ICCD-350F camera
(Videoscope, Dulles, VA) connected to a DVD recorder at a rate of 29.97
frames per second. DNA molecule movement was extracted from the videos
by using a combination of thresholding and morphological algorithms
programmed in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
Experimental protocol
DNA molecules were driven from the reservoirs into the microchannel
with a bias of 30 V. To drive a molecule from the microchannel into a
nanochannel, a 3-V bias was always applied. This bias resulted in E ¼
21V=cm in nanochannels and E ¼ 2V=cm in the loading channel. Any
further manipulations within the nanochannel were conducted under electric
ﬁelds of either 21V=cm or 3:5V=cm: Three types of experiments were
conducted for each molecule that we observed. First, the molecules were
driven entirely into the nanochannel, and the ﬁeld was then switched off.
Their relaxation to equilibrium extension length in the nanochannel was
studied. Once they had contracted, they were slowly driven back down
the nanochannel until a small portion of the molecule had reached the
microchannel. At this point the ﬁeld was again switched off and the
molecules were observed to undergo a pure recoil process. Finally, after
exiting the nanochannel, molecules were driven back in electrophoretically.
This time, however, the ﬁeld was switched off before the DNA strands had
completely entered the nanochannel. As a result, they were observed to both
recoil and unstretch simultaneously.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For each molecule, three basic investigations were performed:
stretchingwith ensuing relaxation, relaxed recoil, and stretched
recoil. An example of a complete experimental time course can
be seen in Fig. 4 as a color-coded intensity graph. The plot
shows the normalized intensity along the channel axis plotted
against time.
FIGURE 3 Electron micrograph of nanochannel array etched into 500mm
fused silica wafer. (A) Top-down view showing the interface between the
microchannel and the array of nanochannels. Both were etched 100 nm deep.
(B) Entrance to two nanochannels. The channels are 90 nm wide. The wall
separating the two channels is 910 nm wide. (C) Closer view of a nano-
channel entrance. Floor roughness is 10 20 nm and is attributed to the
etching process.
FIGURE 4 Intensity time trace of the three basic manipulations performed with a single T4 DNA molecule. The plot shows the normalized intensity along
the channel (x axis) versus the time t (dotted line ¼ channel entrance). At t ¼ 0 the molecule is stretched while being driven with 21 V/cm from the
microchannel (x, 0) into the nanochannel (x. 0). It is then allowed to sit in the nanochannel and contract until it reaches its equilibrium length. At t ¼ 77 s a
0.5 V/cm pulse moves the molecule to the channel entrance (a). A small part straddles the interface and the molecule begins to recoil from the nanochannel into
the microchannel. At t ¼ 115 s;DNA is driven partially into channel with a 21V=cm pulse (b). When the ﬁeld is turned off, it begins to both contract and recoil
simultaneously. The difference between the proﬁles of the different recoil processes can clearly be seen.
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Molecule relaxation
We investigated the relaxation of stretched molecules in a
nanochannel. The DNA strands were electrophoretically
driven from the microchannel into a nanochannel. Stretching
was due to the electric force pulling the molecules into the
nanochannel against a resistance at the entrance. The resistance
at the entrance is probably due to the entropic interface force
and friction for molecules encountering the entrance edges.
Note that this method of stretching is completely different than
those previously used such as hooking around pillars (21) or
stretching bymicrobead techniques (28). Upon fully entering a
nanochannel, a molecule begins to relax and ﬁnally reaches its
equilibrium extension length inside the channel. Though the
dynamics of this contraction in nanochannels has not yet
beenmodeled, as far as the authors are aware,DNAcontraction
in nanoslits was tested byBakajin et al. (21) and treated numer-
ically by Stigter (24).We assume that the end-to-end length l of
a contracting molecule in a nanochannel can be roughly
characterized with an exponential ﬁtting function:
lðtÞ ¼ l01 ðlE  l0Þexp  t
t
 
: (2)
Here l0 is the equilibrium length in the channel, lE the
measured initial extended length, and t is the time constant
of contraction. The contraction of several T4 DNA strands
was ﬁt with this function ﬁxing lE to the measured length at
t ¼ 0: The results were l0 ¼ 26:462:6mm and t ¼ 9:36
3:4 s with n ¼ 8, where n is the number of measurements.
The ratio of extension was lE=l0 ¼ 1:560:1: An example of
one of these ﬁts is plotted in Fig. 5. The equilibrium extended
length of l-DNA molecules in 100 nm channels was
measured to be 8mm by Tegenfeldt et al. (16). They also
found that the extended length l0 scales linearly with the
contour length L; which leads to an expected length of 28mm
for a T4 molecule. This is in close agreement with our
measured value. In all experiments molecules drifted at
0:6mm=s inside the nanochannels. This was compensated for
either mathematically or with an electric ﬁeld offset of
0:4V=cm: The origin of the drift might be an electrochemical
or osmotic gradient due to different DNA or dye concentra-
tions in the ﬂuid reservoirs.
Relaxed recoil
After the molecules had completely relaxed to their equilib-
rium length inside the nanochannels, they were driven
electrophoretically to the entrance of the channels. Once the
tip of the molecule was straddling the interface, the voltage
was turned off and the molecules were observed to com-
pletely recoil from the nanochannel. Because molecules were
allowed to reach equilibrium before beginning to recoil, this
process was driven purely by the entropic recoil force and
unaffected by elastic restoration. The insertion length of the
molecules in the nanochannel plotted versus time shows a
square root behavior that was ﬁtted by Eq. 1. The results for
the ratio of the entropic force to the drag coefﬁcient f =r were
6:160:8mm2=s (n ¼ 23) and 10:262:2mm2=s (n ¼ 18) for
molecules recoiling from the two sides of the nanochannel
array. The ambient drift, responsible for the difference
between the two values, can be compensated for by averag-
ing the two, resulting in a corrected value of 8:161:2mm2=s:
In addition, a set of experiments with an electrical offset
correction resulted in f =r ¼ 8:961:3mm2=sðn ¼ 14Þ: Fig. 6
shows this set of experiments as well as a ﬁt to all of the
curves. The theory accurately describes the data. Our values
for f =r are three times higher than the value of 3:1mm2=s
determined by Turner et al. (8) for DNA recoil from nanopillar
arrays. This is probably due to an increased entropic force
f due the higher conﬁnement in 100-nm nanochannels
compared to nanopillar arrays with 125-nm spacing.
FIGURE 5 Plot of end-to-end length l versus time t for a contracting T4
molecule in a nanochannel. The molecule was stretched out by driving
it electrophoretically into the channel. At t ¼ 0 the ﬁeld was turned off and
the molecule began to contract. To quantify this, the function in Eq. 2 was
ﬁt to the data. Setting lE to 40mm; which is the measurement value at
t ¼ 0; results in l0 ¼ 27:0860:02mm; t ¼ 10:960:1 s; and lE=l0 ¼ 1:5:
FIGURE 6 Plot of insertion length lI over time t for 14 T4 DNA
molecules recoiling from the nanochannel. All curves are ﬁt together with
Eq. 1. From this ﬁt, the ratio of the entropic force to the drag coefﬁcient was
determined to be f =r ¼ 8:5760:01mm2=s:
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Stretched recoil
As in the stretching experiments, molecules were electro-
phoretically driven from the microchannel into the nano-
channels. But this time the strands were only inserted partly
before the ﬁeld was switched off. Under these circumstances
the molecules were stretched during their entrance but were
not given the opportunity to contract before the recoil pro-
cess had begun. A combined contraction and recoil was ob-
served. A comparison between one of these combined
processes and a pure recoil process can be seen in Fig. 4. The
difference between the two can clearly be distinguished.
To formulate a recoil theory that accommodates contract-
ing, we introduce a stretching factor gðtÞ; which describes
the degree to which the inserted part of the molecule is
stretched compared to the equilibrium extension inside our
nanochannels. As in Eq. 2, we assume an exponential de-
pendence on the time t:
gðtÞ ¼ 11 ðg0  1Þexp 
t
t
 
; (3)
with the contraction time constant t and the initial stretching
factor g0 ¼ gð0Þ at the beginning of the recoil. Therefore
we may write, for the insertion length lI of a molecule that
begins to both recoil and contract at the instant the electric
ﬁeld is turned off,
lIðtÞ ¼ gðtÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f
r
ðt  t0Þ
s
; (4)
which is the model that we have used to ﬁt the data. The
model treats contraction and recoiling as decoupled pro-
cesses, which is a valid assumption for recoil events that last
much longer than the contraction time constant t: Fig. 7
compares a stretched recoil process with a relaxed recoil
process for the same molecule in the same channel. Each has
been ﬁt using the appropriate model. As a result we obtain
f =r ¼ 10:06 1:4mm2=s for an offset corrected set of
experiments (n ¼ 13), which is close to the value we
obtained for relaxed recoil experiments. This indicates that
the modiﬁed recoil model, which accounts for the entropic
force as well as the stretching, is a good ﬁrst approximation.
DNA unfolding by recoil
The technique of plotting normalized ﬂuorescence intensity
along the channel axis over time (17) is a powerful tool for
investigating the unfolding behavior of DNA molecules.
This is important for us as many of the recoil experiments
showed a folded conformation upon entry, two examples
of which are shown in Fig. 8. Folded portions of DNA
molecules are brighter than unfolded portions in the time
trace plots. The possibility that the brighter portion of the
molecule has simply been compressed can be ruled out by
observing its evolution through time. We would expect
compressed regions to decompress and reach equilibrium
with the rest of the molecule over a period of time on par
with the timescale of the observed contraction processes.
Instead, the border between the bright and the dim sections
does not become less deﬁned through time. Only the ob-
served lengths of the bright and dim portions change during
the recoil process. Finally, when a certain threshold is
reached the molecule suddenly becomes uniform in intensity
and slightly longer. This event may correspond to the ﬁnal
act in an unfolding process where the energy required to
bend the end of the DNA molecule is released. Note that
molecules that appeared to be folded were discarded from all
pure recoil and stretch-recoil measurements.
From a theoretical point of view, folded DNA molecules
should be more stretched than unfolded ones due to volume
exclusion effects. This implies that, for a molecule with an
unfolded equilibrium extension length of l0; the observed
length will be larger than l0=2 when it is folded in half. There-
fore the folded conﬁguration is entropically unfavorable in
comparison with the straight conﬁguration, so that given
enough time any foldedmolecules should spontaneously unfold.
For molecules with a signiﬁcant degree of folding (more than
several microns), there were no observable decreases in
length of the folded segment of the molecule during our ex-
periments. We therefore assume that spontaneous unfolding
must occur over a much larger timescale than that of the unfold-
ing process that we induce using the recoil force.
DNA friction determination
To determine hydrodynamic drag of DNA in the nano-
channels, molecules were repeatedly driven by an electric
FIGURE 7 Demonstration of the difference between a process driven
purely by the entropic recoil force and a process driven by both entropic
recoil and entropic contraction. The insertion length lI is plotted against time
t: Both experiments are done with the same molecule. The curves were ﬁt
with the appropriate model (Eq. 1 or Eq. 3). As a result we obtain f =r ¼
8:056 0:02mm2=s for the pure recoil event and f =r ¼ 7:506 0:04mm2=s
for the combined process. The strand was stretched by 18% in the combined
process and relaxed with a time constant of t ¼ 8:76 0:4 s:
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ﬁeld of E ¼ 21 V=cm in both directions. Fig. 9 shows a
portion of two time traces demonstrating molecules driven in
both directions. Folded molecules could easily be distin-
guished, and only unfolded molecules were used for velocity
measurements. Velocities were measured by a linear ﬁt of the
molecule position versus time. Fig. 10 displays the distribu-
tion of the measurement values as well as two Gaussian ﬁts,
one for each direction. The average velocity of all measure-
ments was v ¼ 38:76 2:1mm=s; which corresponds to a
mobility of m ¼ v=E ¼ 1:86 0:13 104cm2V1s1: This
value is slightly higher than m ¼ 0:6 1:13104cm2V1s1
measured for l-DNA in silicon/polydimethylsiloxane nano-
channels (29). In these measurements an overall linear relation
between velocity and electric ﬁeld was measured. This
linearity was also conﬁrmed for DNA translocation through
nanopores at high electric ﬁelds of the order of 105 V=cm
(20). This is in agreement with theoretical models of conﬁned
polymers (30) and conﬁned DNA (21) that predict hydrody-
namic friction coefﬁcients that are dependent on channel
diameter and viscosity but not on the electric ﬁeld.
The hydrodynamic friction force on a molecule is
ffric ¼ gv with the viscous drag coefﬁcient g: As the channel
diameter is on the order of the persistence length b; most of
the hydrodynamic interactions between molecule segments
are screened (21). Thus, the drag coefﬁcient is assumed to be
g ¼ jL with the friction coefﬁcient per unit length j and the
contour length L: For a nonaccelerating DNA strand of
charge q and charge per unit contour length l the friction
force and the electrical force felec ¼ qE ¼ lLE are in equi-
librium. Therefore, the friction coefﬁcient per unit contour
length is j ¼ lE=v: Assuming a charge per unit length of
FIGURE 9 Intensity time traces for two T4 DNA molecules driven
electrophoretically within a nanochannel. The molecules have already
completely relaxed and do not change their extended length. (A) Straight-
ened molecule. First the molecule is driven downward (a) and then upward
(b) by 21 V/cm pulses. (B) Molecule with the upper end folded. This
molecule is also driven downwards (c) and then upwards (d). The response
was the same as in panel A. No unfolding was observed.
FIGURE 10 Histogram showing the distribution of velocities that were
obtained for molecules driven through nanochannels under an electric ﬁeld
of 21 V/cm in both directions. The distributions for the two directions are
ﬁt with Gaussians. The results are v1 ¼ 38:56 2:5mm=s and v2 ¼ 39:06
2:6mm=s; which are equal to within the measurement error.
FIGURE 8 Intensity time traces of different types of molecule folding
during recoil processes. (dotted lines ¼ channel entrance). (A) A T4 DNA
molecule is driven into nanochannel with a 21 V/cm pulse. It immediately
begins to contract and recoil. In this case, however, the front end is looped
(a) and unfolds over time. The molecule straightens when the folded end
ﬁnally ﬂops open (b). (B) Similar to the molecule in panel A, this molecule
contracts, recoils, and unfolds (c) simultaneously. It also shows the rare case
of a knot (d) in the middle of the strand that does not unfold. Because any
loose folds would straighten out during the recoil process, this part of the
molecule must be entangled.
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l ¼ 1:1e0=nm we calculate a friction coefﬁcient of j ¼
10:06 0:6 fNs=mm2: This is ﬁve times higher than the pure
hydrodynamic friction coefﬁcient j ¼ 2ph=lnðD=wÞ ¼
2:1 fNs=mm2 of a solid tube with the DNA diameter w ¼
2 nm inside another PVP solution-ﬁlled tube with diameter
D ¼ ð1003 90 nmÞ1=2 ¼ 95 nm: The calculation is a lower
bound as it neglects the average DNA segment tilt in the
channel as well as frictional interactions with the channel
walls. Additionally, although electroosmotic backﬂow was
minimized by the dynamic PVP coating, it may not have
been completely eliminated. Future studies with different
surface coatings may isolate the relative contributions of
hydrodynamic friction, DNA-wall interactions, and electro-
osmotic backﬂow to the overall friction. The friction co-
efﬁcient can be converted to drag per unit extended length
r by scaling j with the previously determined extended
length l0: The result is r ¼ jL=l0 ¼ 26:76 3:0 fNs=mm2:
Calculation of entropic recoil force
From the determined drag coefﬁcient r and the ﬁtted ratio of
the entropic force to the drag coefﬁcient f =r; we calculate an
entropic force of f ¼ 217640 fN: Note that this force is
speciﬁc for DNA molecules at the interface between a
nanochannel and the microchannel in our device. To obtain a
theoretical estimate for comparison with the measured
entropic recoil force, we calculated the free energy difference
between a DNA strand in a 100-nm channel and in free
solution. This was done using Schaefer’s polymer model for
persistent polymers (31). Inside the nanochannel, this model
was combined with de Gennes’ ‘‘blob’’ model (19) as has
been described elsewhere in detail (15,16,32). Dividing the
free energy change by half the extended length, which is
approximately the distance the center of mass moves during
recoil, leads to an estimate for the entropic recoil force of
50 fN: The difference between the measured and estimated
values for force might be due to the uncertainty of the
shielding of the DNA backbone charge which inﬂuences the
calculation of the drag. A better theoretical estimate might
also be achieved by using a more sophisticated numerical poly-
mer model such as the worm-like chain model, though such a
calculation would require numerical simulations. Note also
that our approach attributes the free energy change to the
difference in conﬁguration space accessible to a molecule,
and assumes that electrical interaction between DNA and the
walls is negligible. This is a valid assumption considering
that the Debye screening length at the buffer concentration
used is less than 1 nm:
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated several ways of manipulating single
DNA molecules in nanochannels. The entropic force was
used to stretch molecules, to retract molecules from the
nanochannels, and to straighten folded strands. In the case of
molecule retraction, we were able to demonstrate the dif-
ference between those processes driven purely by the entropic
recoil force and those processes for which elastic restoration
also plays a role. Both kinds of molecule retraction could
be interpreted quantitatively. By combining the results with
friction measurements we were able to estimate the entropic
force acting on DNA molecules at the entrance to our nano-
channels.
This work is relevant for both the statistical physics and the
applied biophysics ﬁelds. From a statistical mechanics
perspective, further insight into the nature of the entropic
force might be gained by investigating single molecule
retraction from nanochannels of different widths. Stretching
and relaxation experiments using molecules of different sizes
could lead to a better understanding of the elastic forces for
DNA strands, as theory suggests that longer polymer mol-
ecules have smaller spring constants (33). As we have shown,
elongation of molecules in nanochannels enables researchers
to optically visualize molecule folding. Further studies in this
area may lead to a better understanding of DNA packaging
into bacteriophage heads or chromatin (34), which is an
important topic in biology. Devices combining nanochannels
with nanopore-like constrictions will give us the opportunity
to combine optical and electrical DNA investigations. The
entropically driven process of DNA recoil from nanopatterned
geometries has already proven its potential to separateDNAby
length (7). Our work will lead to an improved device geometry
to achieve higher separation resolution for DNA molecules in
the kilobase to megabase pair range.
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